BURY ST EDMUNDS

RESPOND
Police in Bury St Edmunds are currently investigating a series of Exposure offences that have taken place in the area of Moreton Hall. Offences have occurred on the 29th March, 22nd April, 3rd May and 6th May in the late afternoon. The offender is sometimes using a black and white bike and is described as either mixed race or tanned skinned male, aged late 20's to early 30's and short dark brown hair. Any witnesses or anyone with information are urged to come forward.

MAKING YOUR COMMUNITY SAFER
The SNT have attended a number of initiatives over the past month giving crime prevention advice and reassurance at different venues. PCSO Pooley attended a Fraud awareness day at Barclays bank, offering advice on keeping your bank account and personal finances safe. PCSO Howell attended Beetons Lodge, offering advice on personal safety and security. PCSO Chivers attended the first ‘Meet up Monday’ event at The Boosch Bar, a new initiative set up to lend a friendly ear to anyone vulnerable, lonely or even new to the area.

PREVENTING, REDUCING AND SOLVING CRIME AND ASB
PC Fox has investigated a series of three theft of peddle cycles that were left insecure outside one of our town Upper schools. Having reviewed the CCTV, the suspects were identified and offenders have all been caught. Each of the stolen bikes have been recovered and reunited with their rightful owners. Please remember bike security - record your bikes serial number, and please lock your bike even when left for short periods outside a shop or school.

THIS SNT COVERS THE FOLLOWING PARISHES

FUTURE EVENTS
The future events that your SNT are involved in, and will give you an opportunity to chat to them to raise your concerns are:
9th May - Great Whelnetham Parish meeting
10th May - Fornahm St Martin Parish meeting
13th May - South Suffolk Show
14th May - Meet Up Mondays at The Boosch Bar, BSE
14th May - Lackford Annual Parish meeting
17th May - Saxhams Parish meeting
23rd May - Town Council Annual meeting

Sgt 1031 Whybro & Sgt 292 Plume
01473 613500
SNTBuryStEdmunds@suffolk.pnn.police.uk
@BuryStEdsPolice